POLAR CAPS

(BAY COLT; Foaled April 27, 2011; Brand 2J720

POLAR WINNER 2,2:03f; 3,2:00.1f; 4,1:55.2 ($113,962) by American Winner 3,1:52.3. Brother to 3 faster than 1:58; immediate family of IL Champions CHAMPION ON ICE 4,1:53.1 ($266,660) and MILLION DOLLAR BYE 4,1:53.3 ($1,277,141). Polar Winner’s oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 (crop of 4).

1st Dam
RAMBLIN DOLLY 3,2:01.2; 1:59.2 ($31,454) by Cooper Lobell 2,2:00.3. 8 wins. At 3, 17 (4-3-5) and winner NICA S. at Lewistown and Morrison; second at Mendota; third at Aledo and Belvidere (elim.). Dam of 3 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 2 raced. Dam of:
BILL'S LITTLE DOLLY 3,1:58.4; 4,1:56.4 (m, Vaporize) ($31,524). 8 wins. Starter at 2. At 3, winner NICA S. at Knoxville and Morrison; third at Mendota.

2nd Dam
DOLLY COLBY 2:01.4f by Buttonwood Pride. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners. Dam of:
RAMBLIN DOLLY 3,1:59.2 (m, Cooper Lobell) ($31,454). 8 wins. As above.

3rd Dam
CAROL COLBY by Flaxey’s Colby 2:06h. Dam of 3 foals, including:
Dolly Colby 2:01.4f (m, Buttonwood Pride) ($15,082). As above.

ENGAGEMENTS
IL Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic